Tech Access Course Menu

(001) Appointment Meet one-on-one with a Tech Coach to get answers to your questions or help with your project.

(101) Computer Basics This course is designed for new computer users. You’ll get comfortable with the different parts of a computer and how to use a mouse and keyboard.

(105) Internet Basics Eager to explore the Internet and use it for all you want? This is the course for you: from navigating the Internet browser, to making your very first search, to completing different tasks online, the Internet Basics course will show you the steps and provide you the terminology necessary to talk about what you’re learning.

(205) Search Like a Pro If you’re already confident about getting online, take your searching and browsing skills to the next level! Through this course, you will learn some tricks that will improve your searches and make finding information online easier than ever. This is an interactive session, so be sure to have an internet browser open to practice at the same time as the instructor.

(200) How to Zoom: Basics Learn how to connect with others using the most popular video conferencing app.

(201) How to Zoom: Beyond the Basics Learn how to schedule a Zoom meeting, invite others to your meeting, pull usage reports from your Zoom account, and other advanced features within the popular video-conferencing tool.

(112) Tablets: Basics Learn basic features and functions of your tablet like how to navigate, connect to WiFi, adjust settings and how to review and download some of the best apps for enhancing your life and having fun with your tablet.

(310) Creating an e-mail account Have you been meaning to create an e-mail account but just gotten lost in the process? During this class, learn why e-mails are useful, and get help creating your own account!

(311) Using Snapchat Curious about social media sites? Join this session to learn how to use Snapchat, a picture and video sharing application that is popular with people of all ages. There’s so many ways to talk to people you know and meet people from all around the world using the Internet!

(312) Using Slack Interested in the professional side of social media? Slack is a site that many professionals use to connect and chat with others in their organization to make schedules, share information, and create an engaging work environment.

(315) Netiquette: Being Your Best Self Online Finally spending more time online? Curious about the rules and regulations of online activity? After this course, you will understand some of the standard rules of behavior online and have some tricks in your back pocket to make the most of your online experience.